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of the world, the security of the nation, were kept in the
background*
One defect in the popular Press has been from early-
days a lack of continuous news* A newspaper that treats
its readers as intelligent beings will try to put before them
not a complete picture of what is happening—that is
impossible—but a day-by-day sketch of developments,
omitting nothing that seems necessary to an understanding
of them* The popular newspaper registers only the high
lights* Anything that can be described as a " sen-
sation " is given prominence* On the following day not
one word may be printed to show what occurred next*
By most people this passes unnoticed* Few read
newspapers for information. Nine out of ten readers
seek merely diversion, the filling-up of minutes or half-
hours that would grow tedious if they had but their own
thoughts to divert them* If you want to drive anything
into their minds, you must repeat it, give it daily promi-
nence, refuse to let them get away from it. Advertisers
understand this. They have learned that continual drop-
ping wears a way into the hardest of skulls* A name,
a catch-phrase, an assertion, does the trick best*
If there had been in the Press between 1911 and 1914
as much talk about war as there is now, its outbreak
might have been prevented—almost certainly would have
been* The one benefit we have derived from the turmoil
of the past years of insane carnage, and the years of
scarcely less lunatic conflict which followed, is that the
newspapers have been compelled to keep the dangers
hanging over us in the forefront of the news* The War
came in 1914 like a thief in the night* Nobody, as
Mr* Lloyd George (when it was over) admitted, wanted it
at that particular moment. The nations " stumbled and
staggered " into it* Now every move is watched, every

